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Introduction
About organization:
Girls on the Run – Central Maryland is a chapter of its umbrella organization Girls
on the Run (GOTR). It is a North American non-profit program that works to
encourage pre-teen girls to develop self-respect and healthy lifestyles through
dynamic, interactive lessons and running games, culminating in a celebratory 5k run.
The organization’s curricula seek to address all aspects of the girls’ development to
enhance their physical, emotional, mental, social, and spiritual well-being while
establishing a lifetime appreciation of health and fitness. The organization describes
its mission as follows: “We inspire girls to be joyful, healthy and confident using a
fun, experience-based curriculum which creatively integrates running.” It further
describes a vision: “We envision a world where every girl knows and activates her
limitless potential and is free to boldly pursue her dreams.”

Usability Test:
A usability test is intended to determine the extent an interface facilitates a user’s
ability to complete routine tasks. Typically the test is conducted with a group of
potential users either in a usability lab, remotely (using e-meeting software and
telephone connection), or on-site with portable equipment. Users are asked to
complete a series of routine tasks. Sessions are recorded and analyzed to identify
potential areas for improvement to the web site.

About the Usability Test
Test Administrator conducted usability test on GOTR-Central MD’s website.
Competitive analysis, direct observation and interviewing, task analysis, personas,
and heuristic evaluations were used for the usability test. Similar websites were
compared and analyzed. Volunteers were recruited for direction observation,
interviewing, task analysis & heuristic evaluation. Client and well prospective end
users were interviewed in person as well as on telephone. Interviews and task
analysis were recording as notes and voice recordings for further analysis.
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Executive Summary
Usability tests were conducted by Test Administrator over the duration of 6 weeks in
Arbutus, Maryland. Each week with a different method of testing like Competitive
analysis, direct observation and interviewing, task analysis, personas, and heuristic
evaluations. Competitive analysis was done personally by analyzing various
competitive site for the organization. Direct observation, interviewing and task
analysis was done by recruiting 2 to 3 participants each including client for the
interview process. A designer were hired to perform heuristic analysis on website
along with Test Administrator.
In general participants found website visually appealing, straight forward and easy
to use as well as navigate. 80% of the users found website easy to use. Users were
using the website for the first time and they were able to perform given task without
much difficulties.
The test identified problem and to give abstract idea, few are listed below:







Confusing terminology for ‘contact us’.
Subscription to newsletter.
Lack of clear Site-Map structure.
Lack of sense of current whereabouts in the website.
Lack of information about the organization.
Confusing use of colors and highlights.

Following methods were used for usability analysis of the website.

Competitive Analysis
Date: 2/14/2017
Participant: Test Administrator was the only participant.
Session: The session lasted about 2 hours.
Location: It took place on test admin’s personal computer.

Direct Observation
Date: 2/21/2017
Participant: 2 participants
Session: First session last for 45 minutes, Second session last for 30 minutes.
Location: It took place on Test Admin’s personal computer.
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Stakeholder’s Interview
Date: 03/01/2017 (prospective users) & 03/10/2017 (client)
Participant: 3 participants (2 prospective users and 1 client)
Session: First 2 session lasted for 30 mins each, Client’s session lasted for 25 mins.
Location: It took place at a café at university with prospective end user and over the
telephone with client.

Task Analysis and Personas
Date: 03/07/2017
Participant: 1 participants (test administrator)
Session: last for about 3-4 hours.
Location: It took place at a Starbucks café at university campus.

Heuristic Evaluations
Date: 03/14/2017
Participant: 2 participants (test administrator aided by classmate)
Session: last for about 4 hours.
Location: It took place at a test administrator’s house.

Participatory Design
Date: 04/04/2017
Participant: 2 participants (test administrator aided by classmate)
Session: last for about 3 hours.
Location: It took place at a Focus study room in Library.

Usability Testing
Date: 05/10/2017
Participant: 5 participants (test administrator aided by classmate)
Session: last for about 4 hours.
Location: Usability Test Lab, UMBC

This document contains the participant feedback, satisfactions ratings, task
completion rates, ease or difficulty of completion ratings, time on task, errors, and
recommendations for improvements. A copy of the scenarios and questionnaires are
included in the appendix section.
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Methodology
Sessions
Competitive Analysis
5 different competitive websites were analysed and compared with the GOTR-CMD’s
website. These 5 websites were chosen because they have similar moto and serve similar
purpose of client’s Websites were analyses and graded based on various factors such as
ease of use, navigation, colours, pictures, theme, and quality of information, task
supported, feature and much more.

Direct Observation
Direct observation was conducted by test administrator with the two participants
following master-apprentice model where in administrator would as apprentice and
participants are assumed to be master of the their task. Each participant was briefed
about the website prior test and were asked to perform 2 task on website of their choice.
Participants were encouraged to speak-out-load their thoughts and action so that it would
be easier for noting the observations down. Observation were recorded as notes which
are included in appendix. Participants were picked randomly and were given role of
prospective user to analyse and perform a task on website.

Stakeholder Interview
Administrator prepared two different set of question for prospective user participants and
clients, respectively. Interview question were in semi-structured format which has a
predefined structure of interview but interview can be moulded according to situation and
answers of the interviewee. Major concerns, task and usability principles were kept in
consideration while drafting the question. Likes, dislikes about website were asked,
participants were asked to use the website and prospective group of end-users (parent
of a girl child and donors). Clients was also briefed about interview pattern and their
consent was taken about recording the conversion prior to interview over the email.
Interview scripts are mentioned in appendix.

Task Analysis and Personas
5 commons and obvious tasks related to website were jotted down. Administrator follow
hierarchical task analysis method in which Administrator (me) tried to perform each task
step by step and noted them in level and sub-levels. A detailed set of steps were formed
to be analysed. Speed, efforts and time taken to perform the task were also analysed
and noted. Keeping in mind the prospective users for the website, two personas were
created. One of a parent of child and another being donor for the website. Each persona
was details with nature, demographics, picture and a fictional name. Personas and task
analysis is mentioned in appendix. A hierarchical task analysis diagram is also included
in appendix.
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Heuristic Evaluations
A Usability Aspect Report (UAR) template was used for recording the Heuristic Evaluation
(HE).Nielson’s Usability principles were point of reference for HE. Website was judged for
success and failures keeping mind 10 usability principles. 8 facts were found and recorded
by me and 4 facts were recorded administrator’s peer. Facts could be good or bad feature
of the website. Facts were recorded with context and screenshots. UARs can be found in
the appendix.

Participatory Design Evaluation
A prototype was created to be tested against existing web site. Participants were asked
to three asked to perform three task which would reveal the major issues with the current
website. This evaluation would help designer decide if proposed solution is efficient and
better than existing website design.

Usability Test (Eye Tracking)
Refined prototype was put into test juxtaposed with the existing design to observe various
aspect of the design issues using the eye-tracking tool Tobii. This test would reveal if
vocabulary used on site, design language to highlight the various options were easy to
understand using sequence of eye gaze and time taken to find particular object on the
design.

Participants
Competitive Analysis
Test administrator was the only participant.

Direct Observation
2 random participants were recruited for the task. One of the participant was a master’s
student at University of Maryland, Baltimore County in Information System’s department
and a friend whilst another participant was neighbour and also a student at University of
Maryland, Baltimore County in system engineering department.

Stakeholder Interview
2 participants and 1 clients were involved in stakeholder’s interview process. 2
participants were again university students but were give task which a prospective user
would perform and were interviewed in similar fashion. Clients was from senior leadership
board of GOTR’s Central MD chapter.

Task Analysis and Personas
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Administrator was the only participants and perform 5 basic task on website.

Heuristic Analysis
Administrator was the primary participant for 8 task and was aided by peer for additional
4 tasks.

Participatory Design Evaluation
3 prospective user were the primary participant for 3 tasks to be performed by each user
to test 3 major issue in the design

Usability Test (Eye Tracking)
5 prospective participants were hired from the University. Experiment was conduction in
usability test lab with audio, video, and screen capturing functionality along with eyetracking record.
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Finding and Recommendations
Competitive Analysis
Five similar site were compared with https://www.gotrcentralmd.org
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

https://jamaryland.org
http://www.gscm.org/
http://www.wintergrowthinc.org/
http://www.ellicottcitysc.org/
http://asyleewomen.org/

http://www.gscm.org/ could be aspirational site for Client’s website. As Test Admin’s client
expressed following concerns bout the current website:





Site already looks pretty but might need work on usability front.
Site doesn’t respond well on various other devices.
Too much scrolling required, sometimes.
Visuals are too large which overshadows important content.

Above mentioned all concerns are well addressed by Girl Scouts of Central Maryland. It is
an aspirational site and the best out of 5 listed above. It has the best usability, visibility
– all reachable options are visible upfront, best affordance – clickable and non-clickable
items can be clearly distinguished, better information organization, better grid for
information, faster access. It also has optimum colors scheme for girls. Site puts across
the information properly. Navigation across the site looks well designed.

Direct Observation
Observations
Visually appealing
●
●

First Impression (User 1): “Site gives warm and girly feel” (she being girl liked it more)
First impression (User 2): “Colorful, interactive, appropriate font for the site, consistent.”

Confusing
●

●

‘Volunteer today’ option didn’t seemed to be working at first and page won’t load
properly. Then she figured she had to click on tiny looking tab on top. Which would
have been default image rather than sub option again.
For ‘newsletter subscription’ he went “NEWS & EVENTS” tab and then thought of pondering into
“EVENTS”. Thinking that he would be able to subscribe to particular event. But he was wrong. It
took 3 minutes to finally figure out correct option for new letter subscription when participant
10 
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●

actually started look for it across the website and found it later after scrolling to the bottom of
the page.
‘CONNECT’ didn’t seem as obvious as ‘Contact Us’ would.

Quick and easy to use
●

User-1 found the task was pretty straight forward at first but later messed her up.

Findings
Things that work well
●
●
●

Aesthetics.
Animation of the tabs.
Main purpose of the site’s listed on top as main TABs.

Usability challenges
●
●
●

Navigation was troublesome (tooltips / information scent was missing everywhere).
Some pages didn’t load.
Transition or navigation should have some affect/animation and a default landing section/page
for that user knows what’s happening and what has happened after they clicked.

Things users like
●
●
●
●

Theme and colors
‘About Me’ & it’s inter-relation with parent site.
Large visuals.
Animated Navigation Tabs.

Things users dislike
●
●
●
●

Dead Ends
Missing information scent across the website.
Littles/Words weren’t so helpful rather they confused user.
Wasn’t clear how to navigate to home page ( apart from hard way from address-bar)

Recommendations




Have floating navigation-bar always on top of the site would negate dead-ends.
Tooltip text always helps users understand what particular option would do/lead to!
Phrases should be used wherever required rather than one-word for clarity.

Stakeholder’s Interview
Findings
How is this NPO’s site as compared to previous ones?
11 
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This site seems pretty much better than the previous one. Aesthetic and
Functionalities.

What do you think about the aesthetics like color, pictures and fonts?
It’s good, color scheme, picture and presentation is suitable for the website’s moto.

Confusing/Special terminology



“…‘Our 5k’, a stranger won’t know what that is!
“…few terms/options which needs explanation such as ‘CATEGORY’, ‘T-Shirts’“

Difficulties Faces






User went straight to “news and event” to subscribe which was obvious but wrong
choice. User struggles to locate the news-letter thingy. But after pondering over for a
while he accidently finds subscription option.
If homepage had a little glimpse of what organization does would be quick and handy,
rather than exploring into various tabs.
‘Other’ mode of donation should be more visible to enter custom amount apart from
preset amount. A textbox could have helped rather than word ‘other’.
Description could be more precise, reading everything through is too much. Subscribe
option could have been obvious”

Recommendations








Newsletter-Subscription option should have been made much obvious.
Homepage should have glimpse about the organization for quick view.
‘Other’ mode of payment can enlarged for highlighted to omit hesitations.
Too much of text can be concise
Location search could have been made easier combined with google maps. Point and
shoot thing would be quicker and easier to locate the nearest GOTR site.
Login option for parents should be availed so as to display they customized information
about their daughter’s process and past activities.
Location search shouldn’t only be restricted to PIN number and states rather should
search on the basis of other keywords, too.

Task Analysis & Personas
Findings


All major basic task that used needs to perform on the website are pretty easy and
clear. Can be quickly performed.
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Registration and Donation requires too much of information input ranging from 3-7 full
size forms
Users can be seen as two major categories parents of daughter and donors.

Recommendations




Forms for registration can be shortened. Which can be achieved by dividing the
registration process into two parts 1. Sign-up and 2. Register for particular event.
Doing that allows quick registration and later when needed user actually can register
for particular event they are interested in.
Portion of the website can tailor made according to end-users like donation is most
likely to come from a person who is well-off financially and considerably aged thus
they would require less information, bigger text, proof of legitimacy of website and
external reference for the donation. Likewise parents would need information about
event and location and tie-up with their daughter’s school.

Heuristic Evolution
Findings








Use was confused about its current whereabouts after surfing the site for a while.
Highlighting of the main option ‘DONATE’ seemed confusing
Tooltip text was missing across the website.
Heading of the content seemed unreachable.
Navigation bar’s animation pleasing and responsiveness.
Theme (colors, text, picture and info-graphics) is apt and consistent throughout.
‘Newsletter subscription’ was tricky to find.

Recommendations






A floating navigation bar would aid confident navigation
Highlight on ‘DONATE’ can be done in a different way.
Information Scent can be improve provide help-text on each link to guide user where
they would end after clicking the link.
Heading can also be floating just above relevant text or content.
‘Connect’ would can be more obvious.

Participatory Design (Evaluation)
Findings




Previously proposed problems still were problem.
Sense of current location was missing in website.
‘Connect’ seemed confusing word.
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Contents weren’t aligned according to the options in navigation bar.

Recommendations




Highlight the current page in navigation bar, help in smooth navigation.
Correcting CONNECT to CONTACT US would make more sense.
Aligning the site content with navigation bar make information less confusing.

Usability Test (Eye Tracking)
Findings





To subscribe Newsletters, it took very long for 4 out of 5 users.
Users weren’t able to tell their current whereabouts when a random page was already
provided to them.
Proposed prototype seems very obvious and easy to navigate.
Revisiting the same information was easier
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Recommendations




Highlight the current page in navigation bar, help in smooth navigation.
Correcting CONNECT to CONTACT US would make more sense.
Aligning the site content with navigation bar make information less confusing.
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Conclusion
Most of the users found website very pleasing, visually attractive and easy to use. Website
speaks and stand of the purpose its existing. Navigation bar it a good catch and performs
quick and effectively. Users were able to perform basic and necessary task effortlessly. All
required option are visible and place within reach. Website stand on top compared with its
competitors, too; which it achievement in itself.
I may seem easy and clear at first glance but after using the website for a good time
performing some of the specific task, site left users confused and slightly irritated. Especially
subscription option which is present in the footer of the every page isn’t that clear. ‘CONNECT’
word is also not obvious. Website needs help-text throughout. Though navigation bar looks
attractive and well function lack vital features like proper site-map, current whereabouts of
use. Scrolling on some pages if not scaled properly and contents seems misplaced.
Website is already pleasing and works for most of the basic function keeping in mind major
audience. Though improving little factors and mistakes can make the GOTR-Central MD’s
website flawless.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Competitive Analysis
For each site
Explain similarities and dissimilarities
Following are the similarities and dissimilarities amongst site observed:
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Appendix 2 – Contextual Enquiry
Demographics
Participant #1






Name:
Age:
Based at:
Job:
Education:

User 1
24
Arbutus, Maryland.
Technology Analyst at American Society for Good hearts, VA, USA
Currently a Masters graduate student in Information Systems at UMBC.

Familiarity with GOTR.org
No.

Similar website experience
Worked with & used NPOs for physicians and nursing professionals to get certified in federal healthcare.

Chosen Task
To volunteer for the organization.

Participant #2






Name:
Age:
Based at:
Job:
Education:

User 2
24
Arbutus, Maryland.
Student.
Graduate Student in Systems Engineering @ UMBC [2018]

Familiarity with GOTR.org
No.

Similar website experience
Worked with & used NPOs for physicians and nursing professionals to get certified in federal healthcare.

Chosen Task
To volunteer for the organization
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Transition
Explain contextual inquiry:
How I am recording
I told users that I would be recording whole interview over the voice recorder and informed that I would
be using this recording for future reference and deeper digging and it won’t be shared with anyone. I
made them comfortable and just wanted their consent. I would also be taking notes while we carry out
with the interview process.

The kinds of interactions I want to record
I didn’t inform the user about what all interaction I was going to record. But I planned to record all
possible user action. Like scrolling window, button clicks, exploration navigation, text inputs in form.
But I told them we would be participating equally and user can speak freely out loud while performing
their task which would make them feel having full control and me being apprentice-like role.

Observation Context
Describe users
User 1: 24 year old Graduate student @ UMBC with IT background.
User 2: 24 year old graduate student @ UMBC with Mechanical Background. Currently, into Systems
Engineering.

Observation environment
I invited my users at home for lunch. Venue for interview was the dining room during noon time just
before having lunch. IT was conducted on 20th February, 2017 for almost 6-7 minutes with both users.
User 1 was much outspoken and concise about her comments and actions whereas User 2 seemed a bit
unsure about his choice of action as well way he performed it and wasn’t able to comment while
performing task.

How were user introduced to this method of test?
I started with my study, this semester long project and then introduced the interviewing task. I explained
them that this isn’t going to traditional one-sided interview, rather it was to be equal participation and
user are encored to drive the interview and speak more and I would participate and prompt when
required. I also gave a tiny context of master-apprentice model.

How did you create environment of partnership?
They are already a very good friends with me moreover I invited them over a lunch. We started talking
about weekend party we had together and there was no ice to be broken.
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How did you create the right amount of focus for your participant?
Participants had idea about they have to drive the interview by speaking out load about what they feel,
what’s not going or going alright while performing their selected task. And they did well. I would
prompt and hint them if I saw them going wrong and noted the faulty actions before prompting. This
was I was able to get information with poking my nose in the process.

Reflection
Observations
User 1
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Chose her task: To volunteer for organization.
First Impression: Site gives warm and girly feel (she being girl liked it more.)
“Volunteer” was the main tab and she was able to get there quickly without exploring anything
else on the site.
It opened up option to volunteer. Out of which “5k” was sub-option and it caught her attention.
She clicked “5K”, read a bit about 5K program and chose to go with that.
She found it a bit inconvenient as it would have been easier to volunteer if no. require volunteer
was displayed in real time or day and date was possible to choose.
“Volunteer today” option didn’t seemed to be working at first and page won’t load properly.
Then she figured she had to click on tiny looking tab on top. Which would have been default
image rather than sub option again.
She found the task was pretty straight forward at first but later messed her up.

User 2
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

He was obliged to donate and interested to know more about the organization. Which he didn’t
read about then and there rather he chose to subscribe or get new letters from the organization.
First impression: colorful, interactive, appropriate font for the site, consistent.
For newsletter subscription he went “NEWS & EVENTS” tab and then thought of pondering into
“EVENTS”. Thinking that he would be able to subscribe to particular event. But he was wrong.
He thought of getting a step back and go to another parallel option “news”.
But he was wrong again and had to go back to home page but couldn’t find a click back to home
page and then manual went to homepage.
He spent some time scrolling down the site and then figure “connect” would be the correct
option.
Finally, he found news subscription form and filled one.
He got lost a couple of times and he think different tab on navigation bar could show some hint
about what’s in it and could help better to find what user wants.
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Appendix 3 – Stakeholder’s Interview
Study Protocol
I informed the user about the objective of the interview and the way interview process was
going to be conducted. I had their consents about recording the interview process as audio
recording. I assured them that this was going to be used only and only for research project
work that I was performing and nowhere else. I informed users that I will be taking note along
with voice recording. I requested users to speak-out-loud their minds and prompted them
when they missed to do-so.
Initially the site was shows to user with brief introduction and first set of questions were asked
(Question 0). They rest of the questions were based on the tasks I asked them to perform.
And finally there were few question which answered the overall experience about the site
usage.

How was the website introduced?
I introduced the website very vaguely, just informed them that it’s an informational website
and they are supposed to be using this site and answer some of my interview questions based
on what they observed.

What you will ask user to do on software
I have had my set of semi-structured interview questions and I was ready to limit unrequired
information as well as go into depth about the interesting topics, too. I had set of 5 task to
be asked to user to perform for my analysis and interview question. Tasks were too main
stream and generic for a naïve user to understand.

Describe participants
Participant’s Summary
Mentioned in demographics below.

Identify potential sampling bias you introduced
Sampling bias were:





I approached know persons who can act as prospective clients.
Both are male.
Both are from IT/Computers background
Both are aware that I’m HCC students and I sort of got biased input.
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Interview #1:
Demographics:








Name:
Ages:
Gender:
IT Background:
Prior volunteering experience:
Prior experience of similar site:
Location of interview:

Participant-1
25
Male
Masters Student in Information Systems
none of this sort
Yes, for donation.
Coffee Cafe

Interview (Script & Observations)
0. Initial questions (just after having a glance at website)

a. “What do you think is the primary purpose of the website?”
User just noticed that site had something to do with the girls running and wanted to
know more about that context and started going through various programs offered.

b. “What’s your first impression about site, (you can be descriptive).”
Its NPO site, but wasn’t sure what it offers. Easily accessible website.

c. Have you used any NPO before?
Yes. : DonateLifeIndia.org

i. How is this NPO’s site as compared to previous ones?
This site seems pretty much better than the previous one. Aesthetic and
Functionalities.

d. What do you think about the aesthetics like color, pictures and fonts?
It’s good, color scheme, picture and presentation is suitable for the website’s moto.

2. Was navigating through website easier?
Convenient and easy. Navigation bar has some terms which are confusing “Our 5k”, a
stranger won’t know what that is!

3. Imagining yourself a girl was the content interesting?
“Yes, site seems girly and a girl would be happy to see site like this.”

a. Were you able to see some interesting events? (Task)
“Nothing in particular was interesting, I Just went for general registration.”

b. Were you able to register for the organization? (Task)
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Short and concise, But there are few terms which needs explanation such as
“CATEGORY”, “T-Shirts”.

4. Imagining yourself as a parent/guardian of a girl child
a. Does this site provide sufficient info about the organization you would get your girl
to be involved with?
User wished to see the basic details about the organization and that he thinks he would
find under “our programs” & “our locations” to see if it’s convenient from his home.
“Scholarship” tab was really catchy.

b. Were you able to find a donation page and donate to organization? (Task)
“Support us” is obvious choice. Monthly and One times donation looks good. User
chooses to go for monthly option. It’s good that it there are various options. It give
total information about payments and its consequences. It’s pretty much informative.

c. Were able to find required information about history of organization? (Task)
Yes, it was pretty much obvious, but would want to go through it again. There’s not
much of history and staff and current events going. History is really important
otherwise user things he won’t go about donation.

5. Navigation-bar looks functional for the task you are trying to perform?
Navigation was easy and convenient. Getting back to homepage is also very obvious
and easy.

6. Try and subscribe to the site’s news-letters (task)
User went straight to “news and event” to subscribe which was obvious but wrong
choice. User struggles to locate the news-letter thingy. But after pondering over for a
while he accidently finds subscription option.

7. What were few things about site you really liked?
I liked the site. Colors especially, everything is easily accessible, it’s a fast site.

8. What were few things about site you didn’t like?
If homepage had a little glimpse of what organization does would be quick and handy,
rather than exploring into various tabs.

9. Do you things anything about the site needs improvement?
No Suggestion.

a. Anything in particular you think should be changed or improved?
N/A
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Interview #2
Demographics:








Name:
Ages:
Gender:
IT Background:
Prior volunteering experience:
Prior experience of similar site:
Location of interview:

Participant-2
23
Male
Masters Student in Computer Sciences
None of this sort
None of this sort
User’s house

Interview (Script & Observations):
0. Initial questions (just after having a glance at website)
a. What do you think is the primary purpose of the website?
Motivates girls to participate in outdoor activities, especially on marathons. Site’s
focusing mainly on sports activities in a sense that outdoor activities are equally
important as education.

b. What’s your first impression about site, you can be descriptive.
“Nice, impressive”, “Usability is good in naive form”, not cluttered, HQ Images, too
much descriptions on all pages which can be precise and short. Good Colors for girls
website to be. Give brief information about the website. Starting own program at
particular location is awesome.” Site seemed interesting and user explored pretty
much everything about the site.

c. Have you used any NPO before?
No this is my first NPO websites.

d. How is this NPO’s site as compared to previous ones?
But this websites seems really nice and good looking.

e. What do you think about the aesthetics like color, pictures and fonts?
Color scheme awesome. Girly fonts and it suits. Picture are HQ and good looking.

1. This site is meant for girls and their guardian and general crowd who wants to participate
or donate to organizations.
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Site clearly serves the purpose, lists events and what sort of the events. ‘Subscription’
as compared to ‘News & Events’ tab confuses users.

2. Was navigating through website easier?
Navigation is clear, information scent is clear again. Going to homes page was easier.
Top-line tabs on website are easy. Navigation bar is quick and color-wise filtration.

3. Imagining yourself a girl was the content interesting?

a. Were you able to see some interesting events? (Task)
Registration task was pretty much clear and easily searchable. Registering for
particular programs are clear. Soul-mate term turned out to be problematic.

b. Were you able to register for the organization? (Task)
“Yes, was as clear as glass”

4. Imagining yourself as a parent of a girl child

a. Does this site provide sufficient info about the organization you would get your
girl to be involved with?
“User doubts, who’s registering girl herself or guardian?! As a parents I would want to
explore the site if I am have time or else I would straight hit the ‘REGISTER’”

b. Were you able to find a donation page and donate to organization? (Task)
DONATE is highlighted and it serves the purpose. Multiple options are cool. ‘Other’
mode of donation should be more visible to enter custom amount apart from preset
amount. A textbox could have helped rather than word ‘other’.

c. Were able to find required information about history of organization? (Task)
“Yes, that was very, very easy and handy”

5. Navigation-bar looks functional for the task you are trying to perform?
“Totally, as mentioned earlier”

6. Try and subscribe to the site’s news-letters `
Very confusing, can be confused with ‘News & Events’ tab, eventually user was able to
figure out after a while.

7. What were few things about site you really liked?
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“Artistic style, colors, fonts and theme is so appropriate. Aesthetics are amazing and
UI is cool”

8. What were few things about site you didn’t like?
“Description could be more precise, reading everything through is too much. Subscribe
option could have been obvious”

9. Do you things anything about the site needs improvement?
Yes.

a. Anything in particular you think should be changed or improved?
Location search could have been made easier combined with google maps. Point and
shoot thing would be quicker and easier to locate the nearest GOTR site.

Describe your study environment



User#1: Café
User#2: Basement of user’s house.

What role did this play on your results?
Both the places were user’s choices and they made the interview process a bit easier
and favorable. Café was decent place to interview the user and it went smooth. House
basement was a little noisy and had some disturbances while interviewing but was
manageable again.
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Notes
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Appendix 4 – Task Analysis
Task Analysis:
5 tasks:
To know about the organization.
1. Reach to the webpage
1.1 Google 'Girls on the run Maryland"
1.2 click the link of web page https://www.gotrcentralmd.org/
2. Click on tab "LEARN MORE"
2.1 Read through and scroll down the general informational page
3. Hover-over "LEARN MORE" to see more sub-options
3.1 Click and choose either of the option "OUR PROGRAMS", "OUR ORG", "OUR LOCATIONS", "START A
SITE" and "SCHOLORSHIP" to know more in specific.
OR

3. Hover-over "LEARN MORE" to see more sub-options
3.1 Click and choose either of the option "OUR PROGRAMS", "OUR ORG", "OUR LOCATIONS", "START A
SITE" and "SCHOLORSHIP" to know more in specific.
Volunteer for one of the upcoming 5K events.
1. Reach to the webpage
1.1 Google 'Girls on the run Maryland"
1.2 click the link of web page https://www.gotrcentralmd.org/
2. Click on tab “VOLUNTEER”
2.1 Scroll down to “volunteer at our 5k”
OR
2.1 Hover-over “VOLUNTEER” & click “5K” from the sub-option.
2.2 Click “LEARN MORE”
2.3 Click “5K VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES”
2.4 Fill out the form & Click “NEXT”
2.5 Fill out the additional information page & Click “NEXT”
2.6 Fill out the medical information page & click “NEXT”
2.7 Fill out the insurance information & click “NEXT”
2.8 Choose what role do you want play in “5K” event & click “NEXT”
2.9 Accept Waivers and Agreements, sign & Click “NEXT”
2.10 Enter email and click “SUBMIT APPLICATION”
Register to organization.
1. Reach to the webpage
1.1 Google 'Girls on the run Maryland"
1.2 click the link of web page https://www.gotrcentralmd.org/
2. Click on tab “REGISTER NOW”
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2.1 Scroll down to “SPRING 2017 PROGRAM”
OR
2.1 Hover-over “REGISTER NOW” & select “SPRING 2017 PROGRAM”
2.2 fill-out the basic info and waiver form & click “NEXT”
2.3 Fill-out participants Questions form and & click “NEXT”
2.4 Fill-out participants Questions form and & click “NEXT”
2.5 Fill-out participants Questions form and & click “NEXT”
2.6 Check participant’s Summary & click “NEXT”
2.7 Fill-out Registration Questions form & click “NEXT” (Parent)
2.8 Fill-out Registration Questions form & click “NEXT” (Emergency Contact)
2.9 Fill-out Registration Questions form & click “NEXT” (Insurance)
2.10 Fill-out Registration Questions form & click “NEXT” (Volunteering)
2.11 Fill-out financial assistance form & click “NEXT”
2.12 Fill-out registration discount form & click “NEXT”
2.13 Fill-out additional donation page & click “NEXT”
2.14 Review and complete the submission, enter credit card details and pay the amount
2.15 click “SUBMIT APPLICATION”.
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Appendix 5 – Personas
I have created two personas based on major user group for the site. One is normal parent of
girl child and another one is humanitarian rich old man interested in donation. This two
character largely covered almost whole audience of the website leaving a small portion of
users which are girls themselves.

Persona #1 Mrs. Smith
Name: Mrs. Smith
Age: 33 years
Occupation: Senior Accountant
Kids: 2 girls and 1 boy
Education: Master’s in Business
Administration
Mrs. Smith is single mother of
three kids living away from his
parents. She’s the only one
taking care of the kids and get a
baby sitter sometimes when she
has to go to work, otherwise she
works from home.
She’s a little worried about bot
be able to time to outdoor and
physical activities for her kids,
though she manages to take
them on little picnics on weekends and spends time with them indoors.
She feels the urge to seek external help with outdoor activities that her children can have and
gets to know about GOTR from her neighbor and a good friends and plans to pay a visit to
organization after having a good look and registering on the website.
Image Credits: http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/angelina-jolies-kids-loved-movie-withbrad-pitt/1/362934.html
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Persona #2 Richard
Name: Richard
Age: 65 years
Occupation: Businessman
Kids: 2 girls and 1 boy
Education: Bachelor’s degree
Richard
is
aged,
rich
businessman and have earned a
fortune for life now and is into
philanthropy and believes in
returning back to society from
where he’s got a lot.
He seeks and donate to various
organizations based on their
work and ethics. Most of his
decisions are made by his subordinate and officials but he himself also take personal interest,
too. He responds to organization seeking donation from him on occasions.
Image Credits: http://www.smallstepsproject.org/portfolio/richard-branson/
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Appendix 6 – Heuristic Analysis
No. HE-1

Problem

Name: 'DONATE' highlighted with purple.
Evidence:
Heuristic: feedback & Consistency
Where: On the main menu bar on the top of the website.

Explanation:
Donate option on the top main-task bar seems to be pre-selected and it looks like we are
already on DONATE page though clicking the icon for home-page. User will be unlikely to
figure out their current location of page and might get confused amongst home page and
donate page.
Severity:
Rating: 1 - Cosmetic problem only.
Justification:
 Frequency: Not so frequent as not all user would think of this.
 Impact: Very low
 Persistence: Every time
 Weights: This problem would be faced or noticed until and unless the person uses site
more often or is less technical. Once understood can easily be neglected and doesn't
hinder any of the main functionality. Problem can easily be fixed.
Possible solution and/or Trade-offs:
Change the background highlight or highlighting method. Color used can be anything apart
from purple which is exactly the colour of homepage-icon or is being used for highlighting
across the site.
Relationships:
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No. HE-2

Problem

Name: Selected option not highlighted in Navigation-Bar.
Evidence:
Heuristic: feedback & Memory Load
Where: On the main navigation-bar

Explanation:
Donate option on the top main-task bar seems to be pre-selected and it looks like we are
already on DONATE page though clicking the icon for home-page. User will be unlikely to
figure out their current location of page and might get confused amongst home page and
donate page.
Severity:
Rating: 1 - Cosmetic problem only.
Justification:
 Frequency: Not as frequent as not all user would think of this.
 Impact: Very low
 Persistence: Every time
 Weights: This problem would be faced or noticed until and unless the person uses site
more often or is less technical. Once understood can easily be neglected and doesn't
hinder any of the main functionality. Problem can easily be fixed.
Possible solution and/or Trade-offs:
Change the background highlight or highlighting method. Color used can be anything apart
from purple which is exactly the colour of homepage-icon or is being used for highlighting
across the site.
Relationships:
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Appendix 7 – Participatory Design (Evaluation)
Site as it is

Issue #1: Subscribing to newsletter of website.
Solution #1.1 (Experimenter)
Change the word ‘CONNECT’ to ‘CONTACT US’ and remove it from footer and dedicate a
page.
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Solution #1.2 (Participant)
Change the word ‘CONNECT’ to ‘SUBSCRIBE’. And have a dedicated page rather than a
footer.
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Issue #2: locating ‘whereabouts’ of the user on website.
Solution #2.1 (Experimenter)
Highlight “OUR PROGRAMS” the current page/option on floating navigation bar to highlight
which page user is in.

Solution #2.2 (Participant)
Show heading “OUR PROGRAMS” on the page, so user knows what page they are on & don’t
feel lost!
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Issue #3: Cluttered and Confusing content of the website.
Solution #3.1 (Experimenter)
Multiple gateways to be omitted (“OUR PROG”) and streamlining the navigation-bar.
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Solution #3.2 (Participant)
Rather than showing sub-option in navigational bar show content well organized on under
main option’s dedicated page.
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Appendix 8 – Eye Tracking
What happened?
Preparation
I prepared a general test which would be conducted with same participants for normal test
plan as well eye tracking device. I came prepared with consent form. Participants are given
and asked to be present at the usability lab 5 mins before their allotted slot of 10 minutes
each. I prepared whole test on Tobii tool which would provide the directions for each phase
of the test. I refreshed my tutorials provided by Ade in previous class about Tobii. Test was
in total three phases as follows:
Phase #1: Research Question [General] – Two Questions
Phase #2: Research Question [Eye-Tracking] – Two Prototypes
Phase #3: Questionnaire – Two Questions (MCQs)
I pilot tested whole setup with myself and cross checked if webcam and mic were in place.

Test
I read out the consent form and offered them to sign it for me. I gave a very brief introduction
about the website they were about to use. And also informed them the structure and breakdown of over-all test. I informed participants that they’ll provided scenario and will have to
perform the task based on it. I also explained them F10 is next screen if they want to move
forward anytime during the test.
Instruction that I mentioned in the test were easy to follow and understand, I did not have to
interfere during the test till they were done. Test went smooth and as planned. I had 5
participants.

Finalizing
After participants completed their test, I thanked them for participating (after each one
completed their test). I struggled with the data collected because I wasn’t sure how exactly
to grab the desired part of collected data to save time and efforts. I chose to have Gaze Plots
and Heath Maps of the Eye-Tracking part of the test and I had to export the final video for
reference as well general test’s raw data. While exporting images I couldn’t use page by page
image plots but rather I had to export from the video screenshots and also noted the time
stamps to compare and contrast between Gaze plot and Heat Map of the same participant.

Inference
Phase #1
I had to collect proof for terminology being used was universal and intuitive. I was checking
the time and sequence of gaze to finally reach out to the desired option. 3 out of 5
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participant’s actions and think aloud proved that ‘CONTACT US’ is better choice over
‘CONNECT’.

Phase #2
I had to check if participant is able to locate themselves in website give a random page
opened to them. Prototype 1 was existing website where as prototype 2 was designed by
myself. 4 participants of 5 like and found prototype 2 quite informative as far as navigation
and information scent was concerned.

Phase #3
Question 1: Which prototype of 2 was easy to use and navigate?
Question 2: ‘Connect’ Vs ‘Contact-Us’ you feel is relevant?
Result: 4 out of 5 participants agree positively with my recommendation.
Overall test results were desired and provided me strong proof of my proposed design being
valuable.

Screenshots
Test sequence

1. Instruction #1: Title
2. Instruction #2: Consent Screen
3. Instructions #3: Test 1
4. Web Element #1: < Current website >
5. Instruction #4: End of Test
6. Instruction #5: Test 2
7. Instruction #6: Scenario
8. Instruction #7: Prototype 1
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9. Web Element #2: < Prototype 1 >
10. Instruction #7: Prototype 1
11. Web Element #2: < Prototype 2 >
12. Questionnaire #1:
13. Questionnaire #2:
14. Instruction #8: Thank You!
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